FROM: DIAHNA

TO: CUBASA

INFO: CUBASA (FM)

SUBJECT:

ADP/161-62

1. USA IS ESTABLISHING AN AD ECC PLANNING GROUP TO PREPARE A PLAN TO IMPROVE THE COLLECT AND PROCESSING POSTURE AGAINST CUBA. THE MAJOR AREAS TO BE INVESTIGATED BY THE GROUP ARE:

A. THE SCOPE OF EFFORT BOUND BY RECENT DEVELOPMENTS, BOTH TECHNICAL AND POLITICAL.

B. THE FEASIBILITY OF A GREATER DEGREE OF CENTRALIZATION OF EFFORT, INCLUDING THE CONSOLIDATION OF INTERCEPT AND PROCESSING AT AS FEW LOCATIONS AS TECHNICALLY PRACTICABLE.

C. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF JOINTLY MANNED FACILITIES (INTERCEPT AND PROCESSING) TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AVAILABLE MANPOWER AND PHYSICAL FACILITIES.

D. PERSONNEL, CONSTRUCTION BUDGETS, AND OTHER COSTING DATA NEC TO SUPP THE EFFORT.

2. THE STUDY GROUP WILL SUBMIT THEIR PLAN BY 1 NOV 62.

YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS PLAN IS MANDATORY.

REFERENCE:
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TO:

ESSENTIAL. APPREC YOUR APPOINTING A REP, AND ADVISING NSA (ATTN: "Bob") SOONEST. THE FIRST MEETING OF THE GROUP WILL TAKE PLACE IN ROOM 3558 AT 1900, 22 OCT 62.
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